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November 23, 2022 
 
 
 
Mr. Stephen Weeks 
Los Angeles Pony Rides, Inc.  
11095 Wrightwood Lane 
Studio City, CA 91604 
 
GRIFFITH PARK PONY RIDE CONCESSION – CONTRACT EXPIRATION – LOS ANGELES 
PONY RIDES, INC. – CONCESSION AGREEMENT NO. 281 
 
Dear Stephen: 
 
Concession Agreement No. 281 (Agreement) between the City of Los Angeles Department of 
Recreation and Parks (RAP) and Los Angeles Pony Rides, Inc. (Concessionaire) for the operation 
and maintenance of the Griffith Park Pony Ride Concession, which was executed on  
December 22, 2016, has a provision for the renewal of the term of the Agreement.   
 
Section 4. Term of Agreement, states: 
 

“The term of the Agreement shall be five years, effective on the date of execution, with 
three one-year options to renew, at the sole discretion of General Manager, effective 
seven (7) days after the date of execution. Neither City, nor any Board member, officer, 
or employee thereof shall be liable in any manner to Concessionaire because of any action 
taken to revoke or renew the Agreement.” 
 

On June 2, 2022 the Department retroactively exercised the first one-year option to renew the 
Agreement at the discretion of the General Manager. The first one-year extension was issued 
after you were found to be in compliance with recommended action items presented by a third-
party equine veterinarian following her assessment and follow-up inspection of the conditions of 
the operation and of the health of the animals. As was communicated to you, RAP has continued 
to monitor the operation through ongoing inspections to ensure that a high standard of health and 
welfare for the animals is maintained. RAP recently received a second progress report from the 
third party equestrian veterinarian (attached) following her follow-up inspections in September.  
 
The second progress report found the working conditions to be satisfactory; no gross violations 
related to the care or treatment of the animals was found. And the report concluded that the 
improvements and ongoing changes made to the operation, including new policies and practices, 
meet current legal standards.  However, the report also noted that the concession’s collection of 
ponies had changed and that four ponies are deceased and six were placed in other facilities. 
While the report states that there is no indication that neglect led to the deceased animals, the 
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City was not notified of the animals passing until the time of the inspection. The report also states 
that limited veterinary documentation was provided regarding the deceased animals. 
 
After careful consideration, due to the lack of communication and documentation referenced 
above, RAP has decided not to exercise the second or third one-year renewal options and the 
Agreement will naturally expire on December 21, 2022.  The pony rides will therefore be 
discontinued and RAP will undertake a process to re-imagine the cultural, recreational and/or 
educational activities offered at this location in Griffith Park with stakeholder and community input. 
Should you need additional time to relocate the animals and remove your personal property from 
the premises, RAP will provide a sixty-day revocable right of entry permit for these purposes. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact Rachel Ramos of the Concessions 
Unit at (213) 202-5659. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
JIMMY KIM 
General Manager 
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GRIFFITH PARK PONY RIDES POLICIES AND PRACTICES REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

My name is Dr. Rachael Sachar. I have a Doctorate in Veterinary Medicine and a Bachelor of Science 
degree in animal science. I own and operate an ambulatory practice in Los Angeles County and focus 
primarily on equine, livestock, and exotic animals in all aspects of veterinary medicine and animal 
welfare. I frequently work with the LA Country Care and Control on large animal abuse cases, welfare 
evaluations, and rescues. My practice also services a large population of animals (including exotic 
animals) for hire involved in the movie and entertainment industry as well as those put-on display in 
animal sanctuaries.   
 
I was hired by the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) as a third-party 
equestrian expert to provide expertise and assess the welfare of the Griffith Park Pony Rides (GPPR) 
ponies and livestock, review and report on the current policies and practices of the operation, and 
provide recommendations for any necessary changes to the operation of the pony rides to ensure the 
horses and animals are being well cared for.  
 
BRIEF OVERVIEW / HISTORY  
 
My original inspections of the GPPR facility occurred on December 18th, 2021 and January 3rd, 2022. 
From the information gathered during these visitations, I made my initial assessment of the GPPR and 
provided a detailed report. The report included a list of recommendations to any necessary changes to 
the operation of the pony rides to ensure the horses are being well cared for.  
 
On Friday, March 18th, 2021 I returned to the GPPR facility to follow-up on my initial recommendations 
and reassess the current operations. I described the findings of this follow-up visit in a detailed progress 
report along with my impressions and recommendations.  
  
Based on the findings of my follow-up inspection plus ongoing inspections conducted by the Los Angeles 
Department of Animal Services, the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) found 
the GPPR to be in compliance with recommended action items. They therefore authorized the exercise 
of the first one-year option to extend the concession agreement NO. 281 through December 21, 2022.  
 
Six months after the initial follow-up inspection and progress report, the RAP requested me to provide 
additional follow-up inspections. They did this in order to report on the current state of operations and 
ensure that a high standard of health and welfare for the animals is being maintained.  
 
CURRENT FINDINGS/ PROGRESS 
 
On Thursday, September 22nd, 2022, and Sunday September 25th, 2022, I observed the pony ride exhibits 
during normal business operations to determine the working conditions for the animals. The GPPR 
owner/operator and staff, protesters, and patrons of the GPPR were unaware of my presence on both 
occasions. Protesters were only present on Sunday along with a park ranger who was there to keep the 
peace between protesters and patrons.  
 
I found the working conditions to be satisfactory and did not witness any gross violations related to the 
care or the treatments of the animals on exhibit. I observed numerous improvements made to the 
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facilities since my initial visit. Water access and shade with misters was plentiful for all ponies on break 
or between rides. The grounds and facilities were clean, and the ponies were well groomed and 
maintained. The ambient temperature was observable for the public via a large temperature gauge 
placed in the shade. Signage was improved. The ponies appeared bright, alert, responsive and willing to 
perform their jobs.  
 
Currently, there is no educational component to the concession and the patrons are limited to 
participation in pony ride or petting zoo experiences. In the petting zoo, patrons can feed treats to the 
livestock, but there is no presence of any animal enrichment activities (grooming stations, toys, etc.). 
Although it is not a requirement by law, animal enrichment is practiced in many other facilities where 
animals are on display, and it would be a nice addition to the concession in that it would improve the 
quality of life of these animals as well as the enjoyment of the patrons wishing to observe natural 
behavior of the animals or practice animal husbandry techniques. 
 
The pony-go-round portion of the concession did not appear to have any obvious changes or 
improvements. However, I did receive a copy of project completion report after my inspection which 
indicated that the pony-go-round portion of the concession was reinforced and lubricated by a general 
handyman on 9-29-22.   
 
On Monday, September 26th, 2022, I had a scheduled inspection of the GPPR facility where I met with 
owner/operator and his staff. At that time, I examined each of the individual animals (34 ponies, 7 goats, 
2 sheep, 2 rabbits) and inspected the facilities, medical records (2018-2022), and charts of operation. I 
was emailed the GPPR employee handbook with current procedures and protocols for maintaining and 
caring for all animals, facilities, and running the pony rides, petting zoo, and pony party operations.   
 
ANIMAL EXAMINATION SUMMARY  
 
Since my initial visit, the concession’s collection of ponies and livestock has changed. It has lost a total of 
ten ponies (four are deceased, six were placed in other facilities). It has acquired five new ponies and 
one new lamb. The city was not notified about the ponies that were deceased until 9-30-22 (2 deaths 
occurred in March, one in April, and one in August). I received limited veterinary reports and/or 
documentation to describe cause of death of the deceased ponies (2 died of natural causes and 2 were 
euthanized due to the severe colic signs at the recommendation of the vets). There is no indication that 
any of the deaths were due to neglect. However, I do believe that better documentation from 
veterinarians and communication of the incidents with the city in a timelier manner could be improved.  
 
Most of the ponies and livestock examined were in good health but there were several medical issues 
discovered during the examinations. Some of these issues are currently under treatment. All these 
issues will require follow-up medical attention by the concession’s regular veterinarians.  
 
Ponies requiring new or follow-up medical attention:   

 #6) Prince (conjunctivitis) requires medical evaluation and treatment 

 #10) Chuckie (abrasion on withers) requires medical evaluation and treatment 

 #24) Spot (open lesion on withers) –currently under medical care and no longer in work per 
records. Patient should remain out of work until condition is completely resolved and cleared by 
regular attending veterinarian.  
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Ponies to recheck for sand after treatment:  
Sand is a common problem in horses and ponies housed in dry lots/dirt and requires daily treatment 
with psyllium to help flush it from their intestinal tract. Stall mats under feeders and monthly 
preventative treatment with psyllium is recommended 

 #2) Willow, #3) Pepsi, #4) Spirit, #5) Shaggy, #6) Prince, #11) Hershey, #17) Peanut, #32) Luna 
 
Livestock requiring new or follow-up medical attention: 

 #37) Itsy (osteoarthritis) needs medical evaluation and treatment plan 

 #39) Larry (extreme obesity) needs medical evaluation and dietary restrictions. Treats in a 
petting zoo environment are not recommended. 

 #44) Annie (urine scald) – Condition is under treatment currently with a veterinarian but needs 
to have follow-up medical care and patient should remain off display until problem is resolved. 

 
Pony dental care: 
I was very pleased to see that all dental examinations of the ponies revealed that all the ponies I had 
previously examined that remain at GPPR have received dental care since my initial visit. This was also 
confirmed by each pony’s veterinary medical record. 
The only ponies which were requiring dental care were newly acquired ponies:  

 #4) Spirit, #9) White Socks, #11) Hershey, #14) Jessica, #32) Luna 
After my inspection I received the following updated information: 

 #32) Luna received a dental on 10-3-22 

 #9) White Socks and #14) Jessica received dentals on 10-10-22  

 #4) Spirit and #11) Hershey received dentals on 10-17-22 
 
FACILITIES INSPECTION SUMMARY 
 
GPPR houses multiple ponies together in moderate sized outdoor enclosures. The enclosures were 
made of chain link and the ponies were grouped together based on nutrient needs and social structures. 
All enclosures had shelters with wind breaks on multiple sides to provide more protection from the 
elements.  All chain link fences were in good condition without any obvious hazards. The enclosures 
were clean, well graded, had very little manure or urine, and had access to clean fresh water. The 
outdoor pony enclosures and shelters meet all the requirements of state and federal laws and appear to 
be sufficient for protecting the ponies in extreme wind or rain.  
 
The GPPR barn is a very nice structure. The barn had multiple individual stalls housing the goats, sheep, 
and rabbits. All the stalls had sufficient bedding, very little manure or urine, and access to clean fresh 
water. The rabbits were in temporary, moderately sized cages.  After my inspection I received notice 
that new rabbit hutches were built by a general handyman on 9-29-22. As previously stated, animal 
enrichment is not a requirement by law, but it is practiced in many other facilities where animals are on 
display, and it would be a nice addition to improve the quality of life of these animals as well as the 
enjoyment of the patrons wishing to observe natural behavior of the animals. 
 
All ponies and livestock were supplied with nutritionally adequate feed and clean water. All feed was 
appropriately stored and protected from weather and rodents. The pony ride tack and grooming 
supplies were located inside the barn in a small room. Additional measures have also been taken to 
improve the riding equipment and provide a more custom fit for each pony’s saddle and pad. 
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RECORDS REVIEW SUMMARY 
 
A separate file was present for each animal at the GPPR and was made available for review upon my 

request. Each animal file clearly identified the individual animal (via a picture and detailed description of 

the animal). Each file contained a copy of all its pertinent medical and farrier records, current 

medications, and dietary needs. 

Since my last inspection, records indicate that the regular attending veterinarian has addressed and 

attended to the medical and dental concerns listed in my previous report. Progress appears to be well 

underway for ensuring that each animal is closely monitored and given proper medical, dental, 

nutritional, and farrier care. However, I would like to see the addition of a long-term plan that 

incorporates training, enrichment, as well as a retirement plan for all the working animals.  

At present, the weekly/daily charts of operation and schedule of working ponies are written on white 

boards on the tack room door. This appears to be an effective management tool for the short-term, but 

I’d like to also see ongoing documentation of each of the ponies’ schedule of work so their use, disuse, 

training, or overuse can be monitored. The GPPR employee manual continues to be a work in progress 

and has been updated and revised to improve policies and standards of operation. These standards 

include those that govern the acceptable working temperatures and conditions in addition to the 

appropriate methods for monitoring the animal’s health and wellbeing when temperatures rise or fall.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The improvements and ongoing changes made to the operations of the pony rides, including new 
policies and practices, meet the current legal standards set forth by California Health and Safety Code 
25998-Standards for Horses for Hire and Animal Welfare Act. They also provide a more predictable 
transparent means by which the facility and its animals can be easily inspected. 
 

I am pleased to see the progress being made by the concessioner to improve the Griffith Park Pony Ride 

policies and practices that were made in response to recommendations made in my initial report. I 

recommend that the LA City Council and the Department of Recreation and Parks continue to closely 

monitor and foster an expansion of more improvements of the Griffith Park Pony Rides operations. 

Better communication and transparency are critical aspects of developing and improving this 

concession. 

Moving forward, if LA City Council and the Department of Recreation and Parks desires that the Griffith 

Park Pony Rides remain an important attraction for its residents and visitors, I suggest there be 

additional discussions, provisions, and modifications to expand the concession’s potential use beyond its 

current value as a recreational activity and/or place of entertainment. It would be of greater value to the 

community for the concession to incorporate educational opportunities to the public and collaborate 

with existing community programs to ensure that it continues to be a viable and sustainable concession 

and feature for Los Angeles and surrounding communities as well as an important attraction and 

recreational activity for its residents.  
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EXHIBIT 1 

PONY EXAMINATION FINDINGS 
 
#1) Name: Turbo 
Medium pony gelding --chestnut with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~26yrs BCS:4/9 thin 
HR:40 RR:16 T:99.5  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: some missing dentition, functional geriatric mouth 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, dry flaky skin  
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; moving sound 
Other: under regular treatment for Cushings with special diet and medication 
 
#2) Name: Willow 
Pony-go-round pony mare --black and white pinto 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:40 RR:16 T:99.1  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
Teeth: functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen 
 
#3) Name: Pepsi 
Slow pony gelding –dark brown and white pinto 
Age: ~26yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 44 RR: 20 T: 99.1  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
Teeth: small enamel points, functional geriatric mouth  
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen 
 
#4) Name: Spirit 
New medium pony mare –buckskin with big star 
Age: 5yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 99.2  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
*Teeth: sharp enamel points, both upper wolf teeth present 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen 
  
#5) Name: Shaggy 
Medium pony mare –dark chestnut 
Age: ~17yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:40 RR:12 T:99.3  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen 
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#6) Name: Prince 
Medium pony gelding –brown and white pinto (mostly brown) with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:40 RR:16 T:99.9  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: short clean coat; no current skin issues, acquired markings on withers  
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen; mild conjunctivitis both eyes: currently under veterinary treatment 
with topical ophthalmic ointment and fly mask 
 
#7) Name: Freckles 
Medium pony gelding –brown and white leopard spotted appaloosa 
Age: ~21yrs BCS: 5/9  
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 99.6  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; old calluses on withers; no sensitivity, no open wounds or current issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#8) Name: Pepper 
Medium pony gelding –blue roan 
Age: ~21yrs BCS: 6/9 overweight 
HR: 44 RR:16 T: 98.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, acquired markings from saddle on withers but no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#9) Name: White Socks 
New pony gelding –black with 4 white socks 
Age: ~20yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 44 RR: 16 T: 99.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
*Teeth: moderate enamel points 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; small old dry scabs over lateral face and on sides of chest  
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#10) Name: Chuckie 
Medium pony gelding –chestnut with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~17  BCS: 5/9 
HR: 44 RR: 16 T: 99.5  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
*Coat/skin: clean summer coat; open/active saddle sore lesion over withers: currently under treatment with 
topical ointment and out of work until lesion healed  
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#11) Name: Hershey 
*New medium pony mare –bay roan  
Age: ~20yrs BCS:4/9 thin 
HR:40 RR:20 T:100  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
*Teeth: sharp enamel points 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: sand auscultated ventral abdomen; cresty fallen neck 
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#12) Name: Snickers 
Medium pony gelding –dark chestnut with flaxen mane and tail and white on nose 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:44 RR:20 T:99.4  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points, decreased lateral excursion, functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues, acquired markings on withers but no lesions  
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#13) Name: Money 
Medium pony gelding –chestnut with four white socks and blaze 
Age: ~16yrs BCS: 5/9  
HR: 44 RR: 20 T: 99.1  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points, decreased lateral excursion, functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues, acquired markings on withers but no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#14) Name: Jessica 
New medium pony mare –black and white pinto (mostly black); reticulated white spots on back 
Age: ~14yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 40 RR:16 T: 99.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
*Teeth: sharp enamel points 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, dry scabs on side of face and lateral chest 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim and balance/ no lameness 
 
#15) Name: Matilda 
Slow pony mare –dark brown and white pinto 
Age: ~15rs BCS: 6/9 
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 99.6  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth:  small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
Other: abnormal vulvar conformation: no change/no issues 
 
#16) Name: Butters 
Pony-go-round pony parties mare –light chestnut with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~21 yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 36 RR: 16 T: 99.8  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat with old calluses on withers 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: Has Equine Metabolic Syndrome, cresty neck; under treatment with special diet 
 
#17) Name: Peanut 
Slow pony gelding—not currently in use –dark chestnut with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:6/9 overweight 
HR:44 RR:20 T:98.9  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, old calluses on withers 
Feet/hooves: Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
*Other: has Cushings; sand auscultated ventral abdomen 
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#18) Name: Nala 
Slow pony mare –light chestnut 
Age: ~26yrs BCS: 4/9 thin 
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 98.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; old callouses on withers 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#19) Name: Snowball 
Slow pony gelding 
Age: ~21yrs BCS: 4/9 thin 
HR: 40 RR:16 T: 98.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
*Other: has Cushings 
 
#20) Name: Rafa 
Pony gelding –brown and white pinto 
Age: ~20yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 100.3  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth:  small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#21) Name: Chewy 
Slow pony and parties gelding –blue roan and white pinto gelding 
Age: ~26yrs BCS: 4/9 thin 
HR: 40 RR: 20 T: 99.5  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, mild old calluses on withers 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#22) Name: Tony 
Big pony gelding—still in training –buckskin pinto 
Age: ~15yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:36 RR:16 T:99.8  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#23) Name: Red 
Big pony gelding—still in training --chestnut 
Age: ~18yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:44 RR:20 T:99.7  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
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#24) Name: Spots 
*Big pony mare –white with black spots—not in work 
Age: ~21yrs BCS: 4.5/9  
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 99.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
*Coat/skin: clean summer coat; open saddle sore on right withers 
*Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; mechanical lameness: Fibrotic myopathy 
 
#25) Name: Phillip 
Big pony gelding –chestnut with flaxen mane and tail 
Age: ~21yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 40 RR:20 T: 99.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: functional geriatric mouth                                                                                                                                                              
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#26) Name: Lucky 
Big pony gelding –black and white pinto 
Age: ~21rs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 99.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth:  functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#27) Name: Benny 
Big Pony gelding 
Age: ~20yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 36 RR: 16 T: 98.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, acquired marks on withers 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#28) Name: Whisky 
Big pony gelding –black and white pinto 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:4-4.5/9 thin 
HR:40 RR:16 T:98.9 mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#29) Name: Topaz 
Big pony mare—still in training –brown and white pinto 
Age: ~15yrs BCS:5/9 
HR:44 RR:20 T:99.8 mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat; no current skin issues 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
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#30) Name: Fireball 
Big pony mare –brown and white pinto 
Age: ~16yrs BCS: 4.5/9  
HR: 40 RR: 16 T: 98.9  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance 
 
#31) Name: Mystery 
Big pony mare –black and white pinto 
Age: ~16yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 36 RR:16 T: 99.8  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues                                                                                                                                                          
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance; no lameness 
 
#32) Name: Luna 
New medium pony mare --black 
Age: ~15yrs BCS: 5/9 
HR: 44 RR: 20 T: 101.2  mm: p/m GI: SAND 
*Teeth: very sharp enamel points, hooks 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, no lesions 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
Other: sand auscultated in ventral abdomen 
 
#33) Name: Buck 
Pony-go-round gelding pony –flea bitten grey 
Age: ~19yrs BCS: 4/9 thin 
HR: 44 RR: 20 T: kicks  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: small enamel points; functional occlusion, no current issues 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat, small old abrasion on right hip--healing 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
 
#34) Name: Champ 
Slow pony gelding –brown roan and white pinto 
Age: ~21yrs BCS:5/9  
HR:44 RR: 20 T:100.0  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth:  functional occlusion, no current issues, geriatric mouth 
Coat/skin: clean summer coat 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim/balance/ no lameness 
Other: has Cushing’s/ on prascend 
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EXHIBIT 2 
 

LIVESTOCK EXAMINATION FINDINGS  

 
#35) Name: Jerry 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –brown and white 
Age: Adult BCS:5/9 
HR:54 RR:28 T:100.4  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#36) Name: Bitsy 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –white with black spots 
Age: Adult BCS:5/9 
HR:60 RR:24 T:100.2  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#37) Name: Itsy 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –tri-colored 
Age: Adult BCS:5/9 
HR:60 RR:32 T:101.4  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
Other: suspect osteoarthritis bilateral carpus 
 
#38) Name: Ben 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –black and tan 
Age: Adult BCS:5.5/9 
HR:60 RR:32 T:100.0  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#39) Name: Larry 
Caprine: Ovine/sheep neutered male --white 
Age: Adult BCS:8-9/9 extreme obesity 
HR:56 RR:32 T:101.4  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#40) Name: Mary 
Caprine: Ovine/sheep female –white and brown 
Age: yearling BCS: 5/9 extreme  
HR:60 RR:32 T:102.0  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
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#41) Name: Andy 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –brown/black/white 
Age: young adult BCS:5/9 
HR:64 RR:30 T:101.2  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#42) Name: Jenny 
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –white with black 
Age: young adult BCS:5/9 
HR:64 RR:32 T:101.6  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#43) Name: Beans  
Caprine: Nigerian dwarf wether goat –brown and white 
Age: Adult BCS:5/9 
HR:56 RR:32 T:101.0 mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
Feet/hooves: adequate trim 
 
#43) Name: Spice 
Adult male rabbit –white, tan, and brown 
BCS: 5/9 
HR: 200 RR: 72 T: 100.6  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: normal 
  
#44) Name: Annie 
Adult female rabbit --grey 
BCS: 5/9 
HR: 200 RR: 60 T: 102.4  mm: p/m GI: WNL 
Teeth: normal 
Coat/skin: currently under veterinary treatment for urine scald, shaved buttocks, lesions healing well 
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